Abstract We investigate some necessary and sufficient conditions for the reverse order law for the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse in rings with involution.
Introduction
The reverse order laws is one of the most important properties of Moore-Penrose inverse. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reverse order law (ab) † = b † a † to hold were studied by many authors (see [1, 2, 4] ). In this paper we study equivalent conditions for several generalizations of the reverse order law to hold for the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse of elements in rings with involution. As a corollary, the usual reverse order law for the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse follows.
Let R be an associative ring, and let a ∈ R. Then a is group invertible if there is a # ∈ R such that
a # is a group inverse of a and it is unique, if it exists [4] . The group inverse a # double commutes with a, that is, ax
Proof. Since a ∈ R † e,f , by Theorem 1.2, we have a * e,f a ∈ R † e,e and (a * e,f a) † e,e = a † e,f = (a * e,f a) † e,e a * e,f gives a † e,f = (a * e,f a) # a * e,f . The second equality follows in the same way. In addition, if ab = ba and a * e,f b = ba * e,f , then
and a * e,f b * f,f = b * e,e a * e,f .
Proof. If b commutes with a and a * e,f , then b commutes with aa * e,f . Since the group inverse (aa * e,f ) # double commutes with aa * e,f , we deduce that b commutes with (aa * e,f ) # . From the assumption a ∈ R † e,f and Theorem 1.3, we have a † e,f = a * e,f (aa * e,f ) # which gives that b commutes with a † e,f . Applying Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, we obtain
So, b commutes with (a † e,f ) * f,e too. Conversely, let b commutes with a † e,f and (a † e,f ) * f,e . Now, by the first part of this proof, b commutes with (a † e,f ) † f,e = a and [(a † e,f ) † f,e ] * e,f = a * e,f . Suppose that b commutes with a and a * e,f . Then b commutes with a † e,f and
The equality a * e,f b * f,f = b * e,e a * e,f follows in the same way.
Now, we state a characterization of the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse in ring with involution which be used later. Theorem 1.5 Let e, f be Hermitian invertible elements in ring with involution R and let a, b ∈ R. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) b is the weighted MP-inverse with weights e, f ; 47 (b) a = ae −1 a * b * e and b * = f abf −1 b * (or equivalently a = aa * e,f b * f,e and b * f,e = abb * f,e ); (c) a * = ebae −1 a * and b = bf −1 b * a * f (or equivalently a * e,f = baa * e,f and b = bb * f,e a * e,f ); (d) a = f −1 b * a * f a and b * = b * ebae −1 (a = b * f,e a * e,f a and b * f,e = b * f,e ba); (e) a * = a * f abf −1 and b = e −1 a * b * eb (a * e,f = a * e,f ab and b = a * e,f b * f,e b).
From the hypothesis a = ae −1 a * b * e and b * = f abf −1 b * , we get
which yields that eba and f ab are self-adjoint. Now, the equalities Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reverse order rule for the weighted MPinverse for matrices were recently given by Sun and Wei in [6] in terms of the inclusion of matrix ranges (column spaces). However, to the best of our knowledge, there are so far no articles in the literature discussing the reverse order laws for the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse in ring with involution.
Boasso [1] was proved the equivalent conditions for the reverse order law for the Moore-Penrose inverse in C * -algebra to hold. In [2] several generalizations of the reverse order law for the Moore-Penrose inverse in rings with involution are investigated, recovering the results of [1] . We extend these results to the reverse order law for the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse in rings with involution. Notice that no additional assumption such as the * -cancellation property for elements in ring is needed.
Weighted reverse order laws
In the this section the weighted reverse order laws for the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse in rings with involution will be studied. If c = 1 in the following theorems, then the equivalent conditions for the usual reverse order law for the weighted MoorePenrose inverse are obtained.
Let e, f , h be Hermitian invertible elements in ring with involution R, a ∈ R
